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THG Capital 9% Fixed Rate Bond 

THG Capital is part of The Hinton Group, a company that started its life in 1999, then 

became recognised as the entity it is today in 2001. Therefore, we celebrated our 20th 

Anniversary in 2021 and wish to thank our clients all over the world for their custom, kind 

words and for trusting Hintons with their savings for over twenty years.
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THG Capital Fixed Rate 9% 
12-month Bond
THG Capital offers access to both private and institutional savers looking for 

fixed rate returns and have a lower appetite for risk than some other investment 

products. 

With minimum opening balances of £10,000 on the capital growth 1 year option 

and £30,000 on the quarterly income, THG  Capital offers these products that 

satisfy both shorter term savers and those looking for bank beating rates.

To aid our international expat customers, we allow multiple currencies; Sterling, 

Euro and US Dollar.

THG Capital is able to offer the returns shown through the process of gold 

streaming. As the following illustration shows, gold streaming is a known 

process both logistically and financially, therefore, it is not associating itself with 

the risk commonly linked to the gold market.

The only caveat is that we advise all savers to stay in the Bond for the entirety 

of the term. The Bonds are available to open at any time throughout the year, 

but have June and December maturity dates.Those saving for longer than 12 

months will indeed attract a higher return, based on the total time in the Bond. 

In essence, the Bond returns  0.75% per month (9% p.a.) If there have been any 

extra profits made on any of the trades, the Manager of the Bond can issue an 

extra coupon to increase the returns. 

The ultimate aim is, therefore, to provide a transparent, secure and well-

structured savings product for savers wishing to seek higher interest rates on 

their savings than in the banks, without taking the risks associated with the 

global stock markets.

The ultimate aim is to provide a transparent, 
secure and well-structured product. 

www.thehintongroup.org info@thehintongroup.org

    24-Month Quarterly Income

 7.5% p.a (1.875% pq) 

       March, June, September & December Payments
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The THG Capital Gold Bond

How you get the returns... 

Gold streaming and how it works 
and mitigates risk

Unrefined gold miner bars 

(doré) are purchased at a 

pre-agreed price from the 

mines. The refined gold 

(99.99%) price is then 

pre-arranged with 

the buyer. 

Gold doré insured and 

shipped to refinery.

Gold doré is refined and 

certified to 99.99% 24 

carat gold.

Gold is then sold to 

purchaser as per agreed 

price at the beginning of 

the process. 

The Process
This process typically happens over 30 days and throughout the terms of the Bond. 

The risk is mitigated by the purchase and sales price being agreed prior to each transaction. 

The sale of the end product minus the cost of purchase, the insurance, the shipping and the 

refining gives the growth. 

The bond manager and the FCA Registered Trustees know their fees and are able to 

calculate the returns they can pay the Bond Holders. 
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The Bond 
THG Capital has chosen Bullion Bridge as the Bond’s Investment Operator 

(IO). Bullion Bridge have been partners with Hintons since inception and 

have a 100% track record of not only delivering the promised returns, 

but an ‘excellent’ rated customer service. We have been privileged to not 

only obtain new customers for them, but also have the enviable job of 

processing their maturities. Again, every client of Hintons has received 

100% of the amount due, which has led to us being awarded a 4.7/5-star 

rating (correct at the time of printing).  

THG Capital’s savings products are available directly through our in-house brokerage: 

mybestbuysavings.com, networks, brokers and financial advisers.  

Please read the Term Sheet for more details.

How to apply

TRUST      HERITAGE      INTEGRITY

The THG Capital Gold Bond  
enable the client to

benefit from:
• Gross interest payments

• Fixed returns and terms

• No hidden fees or charges

• Globally available/portable product

• No set up or exit fees

• Various currencies

• UK FCA registered Trustees

• Quarterly income option 

Maturity
Upon maturity you have 4 options:

• Take the full amount payable

• Rollover the maturity into the next Bond

• Take the interest and rollover the capital 

into next bond

• Rollover the maturity proceeds and add 

more money
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Contact us 

THG Capital is able to offer the returns shown 
through the process of gold streaming. 

www.thehintongroup.org info@thehintongroup.org + 44 (0) 1243 767 664
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